DELHI PUBLIC SCHOOL, VINDHYANAGAR
PROGRESS REPORT FOR THE MONTH OF August, 2021
CLASSES LKG– II

4thAUGUST 2021:Evaluation I commenced.
8thAUGUST 2021:The shift in arrangements and break of tradition did not dampen the spirit
of celebrating foundation day. Foundation day was celebrated on virtual platform with
enthusiasm due to covid 19 restrictions

14th AUGUST 2021: Children did “Tear and Paste” activity to create a Tiranga. They also
presented themselves dressed like the freedom fighters of our country. Through discussions
they learnt about the significance of the three colours of the national flag.

Teachers of primary wing participated in a training programme “Promoting 21st century skills
in students,The NEP way” on NEP master series 2 organised by CEIR.The training session
was an eye opener and brought forth the realities of the near future.

15thAUGUST 2021: Due to Covid-19 restrictions,75thIndependence day was celebrated
online with same patriotic fervour and enthusiasm.

18thAUGUST2021:Evaluation I concluded.
24th AUGUST 2021: Mrs Maya Joshi attended the online session on “Story telling with
Digital illustrations : Ideation and pictoral techniques”conducted by DPSS HRDC.It was an
enlightening session focussing on how to create beautiful illustrations using photo shop.

27th AUGUST 2021: To keep a track of the assignmentsdone by a student and also to ease
out the parents with the problem they were facing insending the assignments through google
classroom, school decided to manually check the notebooks once every week.

28thAUGUST 2021:Keeping in mind the need of establishing positive student – teacher
relationship which helps a student to feel more comfortable , virtual interaction with the
students was conducted.

31st AUGUST 2021: Teachers of primary wing completed “Introduction to Foundational
Literacy & Numeracy- course 1 of CBSE.” The course which was very informative, very well
explained meaning & importance of Foundational Learning, teaching and learning changes
for FLN grades, skills and mindset of FLN teacher, importance of classroom assessment and
the structured lesson plans to achieve FLN outcomes.

31stAUGUST 2021:PTM was conducted online to apprise the parents about the performance
of their ward in E I.

SUBJECT WISE ACTIVITIES CONDUCTED VIRTUALLY
CLASS- LKG
HINDI
Children had fun learning consonants by doing an activity “Aao Dhondhe Vyanjano Ko.”

CLASS PREP
Children enjoyed learning step wise drawing of a Cup cake.

CLASS- I
HINDI
Children were glad to learn about different animals that live on land, forest and trees by
doing an activity “VargPaheli.”

ART
Students happily did art/craft activity of drawing a fish and beautifying it by sticking bits of
paper of different colours inside.

CLASS- II
HINDI
Students were excited to make paper boats and sail them in a tub of water.

ART
Children enjoyed doing the “Tear and Paste” activity to make a colourful fish.

Class III-V
 2-19th August, 2021: E-1 for classes III-V was conducted successfully from 2nd August to
19th August, 2021. E-1 took place online through Google form. The students of classes
III-V were very happy to give the Exam after three months classes. They gave their best.
The teacher went through their answers thoroughly and the marks were fed in the Exam
Computer. After the Exam their normal teaching-learning practice began w.e.f. 20th
August, 2021.
 Rashtra gaan singing by parents, teachers and students- to celebrate Azadi ka Amrit
Mahotsava

As per the CBSE Circular CBSE/Dir/(ACAD)/2021 , Circular no.

ACAD/60/20221 dated August 3, 2021 , DPS Vindhyanagar took initiative and invited all
the parents, staff and students to sing Rashtra Gaan and upload the video on rashtragan.in
to get the certificate for themselves. The response received was overwhelming more than
1500 students, teachers, Principal and parents participated in the same and sent the
certificate also to the respective class teachers.

 7 August, 2021: Foundation Day was celebrated with great pomp and show in the school.
It was celebrated in the presence of a few teachers looking into the Covid-19 protocol.
Online video of the celebration was shared with the students and parents which was
appreciated and enjoyed by one and all.
 12 August, 2021 In Inter DPS Literary Festival conducted by DPS Eldeco one of our
Dipsite Master Eshan Nandanwar, Class IV was adjudged 2nd Runner-Up in Doha Vachan
Competition.

 15th August, 2021: The school took pride in celebrating 75th Independence Day of our
country in the presence of school staff and teachers. Indian Flag was hoisted by the
Principal of the school. Martyr‟s who laid their lives for the freedom of the country were
remembered and paid homage on this day. Speeches were given away by the students
and teachers in Hindi, English & Sanskrit. It was indeed proud moment for all of us.
 24th & 25th August, 2021: Online workshop by Amoli Personal Safety Session for class
III students were conducted through Google Meet. The workshop was quite educative
and informative. It was liked by the parents, teachers and students of class III. The school
looks forward to conduct many such awareness programme for the students further.

 27th August, 2021: The school celebrated Azadi ka Amrit Mahotasava by conducting
Online Poster Making Competition for classes III-V on the topic Freedom Fighters. The
result is awaited and it will be declared soon.
 29th August, 2021: DPS Vindhyanagar celebrated National Sports Day in the light of
Amrut Mahotsava of India. On this day Inter House Sports Competition was also
conducted for the students of classes III-V on 29/08/2021 in the school playground
following all the protocols and norms of covid-19. The result of the competition is as
given below:
 Frog Race (Boys)
Sl.No.

Name

1.
2.
3.

SNEH KUMAR SHAH
ANKIT KUMAR SHAH
PRATEEK

Class
&Sec
5A
5B
5A

House

Position

GANGES
RAVI
YAMUNA

FIRST
SECOND
THIRD

Class
&Sec
5B
5D
3B

House

Position

JHELUM
RAVI
RAVI

FIRST
SECOND
THIRD

 SPOON & MARBLE RACE (GIRLS)
Sl.No. Name
1.
2.
3.

ARADHYA RATNA
TAVISHAA MISHRA
KRITIKA MUKHOPADHYAY

 31ST August, 2021: An online PTM of classes III-V was conducted on 31/08/2021 in the
evening hours to discuss the E1 performance of the students. The parents attended the
workshop and they discussed the performance of their ward/s and further improvement in
the teaching-learning process open heartedly. The meeting was quite fruitful and the
parents were happy to attend the same.

CLASS VI TO VIII
1st AUG.’ 21- WORKSHOP ON ART
DPS Art Department organized a very interesting Art Workshop for students and those who
had registered in it were a part of it and found it very interesting. An opportunity to learn
innovative methods in Art presentation and students interested in pursuing in art in future
could get gain many ideas through it.
SINGING OF RASHTRAGAAN
To commemorate the 75th Anniversary of India‟s Independence ,the entire school and
stakeholders were asked to upload their rendition of the National Anthem in the given
website by Aug.14th. A good number participated in it and expressed their patriotic feelings
for the nation.
CBSE- NEP WEBINAR SERIES 2021-22
On completion of the first year of NEP 2020, CBSE held a number of interesting webinars
for career counselling ,Assessment Reforms, Digital Transformation etc. and Principal Sir
and teachers attended them and enhanced their knowledge regarding these known topics but
unknown facts. Highly qualified and dignified panellists exposed their innovative skills and
extreme knowledge of the topics and enriched the audience.
7TH AUG.’21- 36th FOUNDATION DAY CELEBRATED
Delhi Public School ,Vindhyanagar celebrated its 36th Foundation Day with much
enthusiasm and feel, but virtually ,even the school magazine was released virtually. A video
was prepared which contained interesting messages regarding the school and its vision, short
skits and entertaining programme was also set up and fixed for all to watch and share the
journey of the initiative taken by the school to educate children of Singrauli region.

6th AUG’21-LITERARY FEST AT DPS ELDECO
DPS Eldeco held literary fest‟ 21 in which enthusiasts of our school participated in various
events like Jazz Chant and EkalAbhinay,Doha Vachan,HindiVadVivad etc. It was virtual and
students prepared with a lot of determination and will power. The school received a lot of
appreciation for its contribution in all events.Rudrakshi Bhatnagar of VIII B won runners up
position in Ekal Abhinay. It was a pleasant experience for both students and teachers.

8TH AUG’21- BADMINTON TOURNAMENT AT VEWA CLUB
Vewa Club of NTPC (V) held badminton tournament for youngsters( boys and girls).
Dipsites who excel in badminton at school level participated and made the school proud by
winning the tournament Students from various school participated and the competition was
tough. Our students gave their best and played praiseworthy matches. Our honourable
Principal Sir and the entire school congratulated all the winners and the participants.
Vewa Badminton Tournament Winners
Jr.Level Boys
1.Shubh Chaubey- Winner Class 6 A
2. Darsh Agrawal 6 D
Boys Middle level
1. Shashwat - Winner 8 A
Girls Middle Level
1. Anwesha Singh -7C
2. Janvi - 8

15th AUG’ 21 -75TH YEAR OF INDIA’S INDEPENDENCE
75TH year of India‟s Independence was celebrated in school premises following covid-19
protocol. It was a moment to remember the freedom fighters who laid their lives for the
freedom of India .The entire programme was a message for we Indians and teachers to do
our duties sincerely and contribute in building the nation. This year India celebrates AZADI
KA AMRUT MAHOSAV and the school focused on it. Many from the DPS( V) family sang
the National Anthem and acquired certificate , and shared their feelings of patriotism.
14th AUG’21- INTERACTIVE TRAINING SESSION ,PEARL ACADEMY
UPES Dehradun and Pearl Academy held an interesting interactive session on various
innovative topics such as The better thinking, the six types of thinking and The Attributes of
a 212 degree teacher. The main speaker was an eminent public figure Smt. Rajalakshmi

Jayaraman, Regional Director, South,CETC. Many teachers participated and found it very
enriching and innovative.
29TH AUG’21- NATIONAL SPORTS DAY CELEBRATED
The school celebrated National Sports Day on 29th August virtually and enhanced the
knowledge of all regarding importance of sports and games by speeches and a video
prepared on it.

28th AUG’21-INTER –HOUSE TALENT SHOW
All the Houses participants prepared for a tough competition as the school thrives in talent in
the students. There are greatly talented students and each exposed it in the most expressive
manner though it was virtual, they enjoyed their performance. Students presented their talent
of playing instruments, singing, magic show, mimicry, dance etc. Our honourable Principal
Sir congratulated all the participants and wished them good luck for their future endeavours.
EMERGING SCIENTISTS
Akshit Kumar Singh of Class VIII and Arunav Gupta of Class VII added another feather to
the cap of DPS(V), by their meticulous performance at National Level winning the
„CRITICAL THINKER AWARD'. The two emerging scientists have proved their
intelligence and the school wishes them for success in their future participations too.
MIND WARS COMPETITION
Interested students participate in the regular online quiz competitions held on various topics
by MIND WARS. Students enjoy being a part of it as it enables them to work on their
potentials and boosts their competition skills.
Class 9 to 12
AUGUST 2ND: Release of CBSE MCQ Worksheet
CBSE Board has brought a major modification in the Exam Pattern and plans to introduce
more MCQs which will have considerable weightage in the upcoming exams. As cracking
the MCQs still need a lot of patience and hard work. It also needs a lot of critical thinking.
CBSE released MCQ sample worksheets for the students of 10th.

AUGUST 3rd : DPS Vindhyanagar released list of class X students who secured 90% and
above. It also displayed the detailed summary of class X result. CITY Bhaskar a widely
circulated daily published the grand success story of Dipsites and congratulated school.
AUGUST 3rd Azadi ka Amrut Mahotsav:
Singing of Rashtragan
To commemorate the 75th Anniversary of India‟s Independence and a series of events DPS
Vindhyanagar took highly active participation in SINGING OF RASHTRAGAN, to instill
unity and pride among all Indians PRINCIPAL, TEACHERS, DIPSITES and their Family
members proudly uploaded their certificates.

AUGUST 4th CBSE – NEP Webinar series 2021-22
On completion of the first year of the National Education Policy 2020,CBSE organized a
webinar series from 4th August to 20th August 2021 to give more insight into the NEP
recommendations and the initiatives taken by CBSE for implementing NEP.
CBSE Assessment Reforms with special reference to NEP 2021-22 a webinar series was
attended by many trs of X to XII
CBSE Launched online Career Guidance And Counseling Portal for students. It‟s a dedicated
portal for career guidance and counseling which offers information on careers, college
directories, courses, scholarships and competitive entrance exams DPS Vindhyanagar will
facilitate DIPSITES to register themselves and take optimum benefit of this initiative of
CBSE.
AUGUST 7th DPS VINDHYANAGAR celebrated its 36th Foundation Day
PROUD PAST ,STRONG FUTURE DPS Vindhyanagar had hoped to get together in person
but Covid 19 protocols restricted us to move to a virtual celebrations still , We celebrated
each moment and each achievement with same enthusiasm and fervor. A compiled video of
the entire celebration was uploaded on U Tube for the generations to come.

EOCENE RELEASED: DPS VINDHYANAGAR has been stroking the fire of curiosity,
wonderment and inquisitiveness . PRINCIPAL DPS (V) proudly released the school
magazine EOCENE.
DPS ELDECO LITERARY FEST 2021: As a proud recipient of overall Championship
Trophy of 2019 DPS VIndhyanagar was invited to participate in ELDECO virtual literary
fest 2021. In all 45 schools participated in the variety of events
RUDRAKSHI BHATNAGAR won 1st RUNNER UP in EKAL ABHINAY and Ishan
Nandanwar won 2nd RUNNER UP in DOHA VACHAN . It was a proud moment for the
School.
AUGUST 14th : New mail Ids and passwords were created by School for the parents on the
school domain to facilitate hassle free and safe electronic communication between school and
parents.
AUGUST 14th 21st century teacher training workshop
Better thinking leads to better teaching PEARL ACADEMY conducted an interactive and
insightful session by RAJALAKSHMI JAYANARAYAN,Regional Director – South, CETC
AUGUST 15th2021 : Independence Day Celebrated
Avoiding the large congregation to follow all COVID norms School staff and student
Counsel celebrated this landmark occasion with great enthusiasm. National flag was hoisted
by the Head of the institution the Indian tricolor rising and flying high with the tune of
National Anthem filled all the hearts with pride for this great nation.
DPS VINDHYANAGAR uploaded its Video celebrating 75thIndependence day.

AUGUST 19th Azadi Ka Amrut Mahotsav was inaugurated by Our Honourable Principal
DR J PANDEY. He kindled the ceremonial lamp and declared the various programmes and
competitions to be conducted round the year to commemorate the 75thAnniverasary of
Independence of India.
August 23rd As per the Circular by MP GOVT DPS (V) started offline classes for 9th to 12th
all six days in a week with 50% strength in each section. Students and teachers are strictly
following all the covid protocols.
AUGUST 29th National Sports Day celebrated.
Paying tribute to a legendary Hockey player and a decorated Olympian Major Dhyan Chand,
also known as „Hockey Wizard‟
DPS (V) organized variety of sports events to celebrate the day. DIPSITES participated and
won appreciation and Merit certificates

AUGUST 28th-29th PAXMUN and KALYANPUR MUN
PAXMUN organized by DPS society : DIPSITES of Vindhyanagar participated in PAXMUN
and got enriched by the discussions and debated conducted during the sessions which
continued for two days.
DPSKalyanpur MUN : DPS vindhyangar made its mark in the MUN conducted by Kalyanpur
Kanpur
JITISHA PARIHAR of CLASS 10th received HIGH COMMENDATIONS
SHATAKSHI DWIVEDI of CLASS 9th received SPECIAL MENTION in LOK
SABHA. It was indeed a very enriching experience for all the participants.
NATIONAL QUIZ COMPETITION : JAMTEC SCHOOL OF LAW,Legal Aid
SOCIETY organized a national level quiz for classes 11th ,12th and college students.
ABHISAAR SINGH a very promising DIPSITE of DPS (V) defeated all the contestants and
won FIRST PRIZE and rose the flag of DPS(V) higher than others.

-------------------THANKYOU------------------

